
Acclaimed as the “truly authentic” gifted healer, Vincent is known for 
using his extraordinary gifts, academic credentials, and all-loving 
approach to embolden others to dive deep within to release their blocks 
and resistances, and feel inspired and empowered!

For almost four decades, Vincent has helped thousands of people 
around the world heal, unlock and release their passions and 
purpose, and transform their lives through his inspiring and 
enlightening radio and television interviews, dynamic and 
powerful keynote presentations, workshops, training classes, and 
private sessions. Relatable, greatly compassionate, humorous, and 
a gifted mystic healer, Vincent offers his clients the opportunity for 
deep emotional healing, radical spiritual awakening, and the key to 
make everything they attempt work. 

Captivated and moved by Vincent’s unique, highly energetic, 
entertaining, and inspiring keynotes and workshops, audiences 
go home:

Emotionally prepared to release 
blocks, resistances, and sabotaging 
behaviors and beliefs that keep them 
from pursuing their desired journey 
in life

Possessing the key and tools to 
unlock their passion and purpose

Having intuned to their souls and 
awakened their innate Divine gifts 
and abilities

Training:

Internationally Renowned Psychic Medium, Spiritual Teacher, 
Dynamic Speaker, and Author

INSTILLING AUDIENCES 
WITH TRUE 
UNCONDITIONAL 
SELF-BELIEF AND LOVE 
AND INVOKING THE 
DIVINITY AND POTENTIAL 
THAT RESIDES WITHIN 
EACH AND EVERY 
PERSON HE ENCOUNTERS.
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Empowered to finally foster 
genuine unconditional self-belief 
and self-love

With skills to connect with angels, 
guides, and loved ones in spirit for 
guidance and healing

Having the ability to communicate 
with animals for medicinal purpose 
for both pets and owners

BA in Psychology ~ 
Masters in Clinical Social 

Work ~ Formerly Licensed 
Psychotherapist and Life 

Coach ~ Past Life 
Regression Therapist 

Training at the Edgar Cayce 
A.R.E. ~ Mediumship 

Training from James Van 
Praagh ~ Advanced Psychic 
and Mediumship Training at 
Arthur Findley College of 

Psychic Sciences

Book Vincent Today
to Speak at your Next Event or Conference
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Popular Keynotes & Workshops

Vincent will give your guests:

• The one KEY process that makes everything they attempt in their lives work

• The skills to identify and disempower two newly distinguished parts of the mind that get
in the way of their sacred gifts

• Necessary tools and confidence to reconnect with the higher self, and kick start their
journey to fulfill their passions!

This participatory workshop will transform their lives forever!

Vincent compassionately and expertly will teach your guests:

• How to identify those destructive mechanisms and processes that have created blockages

• To effectively use mindfulness to bring to awareness their unconscious blockages

• How to transform and release the resistances, illusions, sabotages, and self-created BS

• The means to wake up and unlock their purpose, passion, and brilliance and become
unstoppable!

They will become the master of their lives, change all they want, manifest complete 
abundance, and fulfill all their dreams!

What causes us to lose track of the most 
important process that makes every-
thing we attempt become a reality?

Your clients have read, studied, learned, 
and practiced ancient Universal laws and 
principles, and are left saying, "God, it's not 
working!" Why? 

“GOD, IT’S NOT WORKING!”® 

Vincent will empower your guests to:

• Finally put an end to all their confusion about what to do with their egos

• Examine credible evidence that proves their egos are vital to their existence as
spiritual beings

• Recognize the true culprit keeping us them experiencing their Divinity and true essence

• Understand that by embracing and nurturing their egos, their reconnection with the Spirit
is guaranteed

The most misunderstood part of our 
human psyche is the ego! 

Not only are there contradictory definitions 
and understandings in the field of 
Psychology about the ego, there are even 
various interpretations amongst today's 
spiritual and metaphysical teachings. All this 
confusion about your MOST important trait 
gets in the way of your magnificence and 
Divine gifts!

GOD AND YOUR EGO ARE ONE

STOP STOPPING YOURSELF AND BECOME UNSTOPPABLE!

People don’t believe what they think 
they believe!

This is one of Vincent’s most compelling 
and powerful workshops about becoming 
unstoppable in life. Your clients may have 
the knowledge and information to use the 
Law of Attraction and other spiritual and 
metaphysical principles, but there are 
specific psychological anomalies that they 
must become aware of in order to put ANY 
spiritual principles into working practice! 

Relationship expert Vincent will illustrate to your clients how to:

•   Dispel all the myths about love and relationships

• Attracting healthy relationships has NOTHING to do with other people

• Navigate through their youth experiences caused all the patterns and outcomes of
adult relationships and love

• Their outer world experiences with relationships directly mirrors true inner world
self-relationship

• Become free from all those patterns and attract and sustain ALL the loving
relationships they are innately and divinely entitled to and deserve!

ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE-ATTRACTING & MAINTAINING PERFECT RELATIONSHIPS!

Unconditional Love and Relationships 
—The two most essential, inherent, 
natural, and soul-feeding aspects of life. 

So, WHY are most people not in fulfilling 
or healthy relationships, many of their 
relationships strained and dysfunctional, 
and many marriages ending in divorce? 
More importantly, why is unconditional 
love—our most abundant natural 
resource—the most deprived experience in 
the world today?
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Popular Keynotes & Workshops

Experts theorize that we are all connected to the “Collective Unconscious,” the “Akashic Records,” the Mind of God, or whatever you choose 
to call it, where ALL information about all life resides. Vincent’s highly skilled and affective teaching techniques will open up your clients’ 
innate abilities. Whether they have no experience at all, have only dabbled in the fields, or are already a proficient Psychic or Medium, this 
course will serve all the participants’ needs. 

Vincent pushes participants beyond the limitations they set for themselves, going beyond the boundaries of their minds to reach out to the 
power of Spirit and experience themselves the way they have never experienced themselves before. 

AWAKEN THE PSYCHIC AND MEDIUM WITHIN!

We CAN talk with the animals! Everyone can! 

Vincent uses his unique teaching style to instill awareness and intonement and during this workshop, your clients WILL:

• Learn how to communicate with their pets, and other animals, as well

• AND most important, they will learn to use the insight they gain from their pets to help heal themselves and others!

This will be one of the most exciting and fun workshops your clients have attended whether they have any psychic or animal communication 
experience or not. They will assuredly gain a greater understanding of themselves!

BECOME A DR. DOLITTLE AND LEARN TO TALK WITH THE ANIMALS!

PAST LIFE REGRESSION FOR PRESENT LIFE UNDERSTANDING

...continued

EVERYONE is Psychic! It was a Divinely endowed gift upon our creation

Vincent begins by describing the important features of reincarnation and how previous lives may be working in your clients’ current life 
journeys—for its good or to its detriment. 

Then, in the primary feature of the program, Vincent will lead your clients through a guided reverie and regression exercise designed to take 
them on their own journey to a previous lifetime—one that may hold an answer to an issue they’re experiencing in this lifetime. While in a 
hypnotic-like, highly relaxed state, Vincent guides them in what to envision, and their souls will take them to a life it wants them to see.

The soul memories of our past lives helped form the unique and wonderful beings we are in the present.

Every so often, there is one 

Spiritual Teacher who stands out 

who you know is a special healer 

with a Divine mission. Vincent is one 

of those teachers and messengers. 

His words and passion touch your 

very soul. We all need the self-love 

he inspires in people, and the joy 

and laughter he brings

 when he speaks.

—ABC News —Carol L., North Carolina —Rev. Dr. Temple Hayes,
 First Unity Campus, FL

Vincent is a spiritual guide... 

one of those people who hold a lamp 

to your journey...especially when 

you feel lost or confused and cannot 

find your way. I felt within a few 

minutes he was holding my heart in 

his hands and with such care helped 

me see into my pain and feel its 

release. He is a beautiful 

heart healer.

Vincent brings a kind of 

intimacy, charisma, and energy to his 

audience that is delightful and 

transforming. His unique approach to 

practical spirituality and the raising of 

self-awareness, empowerment and 

knowledge is imminently useful to people 

on their journey towards spiritual 

awakening.  He is a crowd pleaser and 

will bless any community.
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Sex with Emily – Sirius XM
The Jason Ellis Show – Sirius XM
Coast to Coast AM with George Noory
Beyond Belief – Gaia TV
Dave Nemo Weekends – Sirius XM Radio
Jenny McCarthy – Sirius XM
Impaulsive with Logan Paul – Vlog/YouTube
G105 with Bob and Erica – iHeart Radio
The Gene and Julie Show – WRAL Radio
The Rude Jude Show, Shade 45 – Sirius XM
It Matters with Kelly Cordes – WJON-AM 1240
Home and Family – The Hallmark Channel
Suncoast View – ABC TV
North Dakota Today – KVLY TV
AM Northwest – KATU TV

HIGHLIGHTS OF VINCENT’S REGULAR

MEDIA APPEARANCES:

SOCIAL MEDIA

America Now with Meghan McCain – KERN AM
You and Me This Morning – WCIU TV
My Carolina Today – CBS
Talk Radio Europe
Temple Hayes – Unity Radio Show
Suzanne Giesemann – Unity Radio Show
The Scott Voorhees Show – KFAB iHeart Radio
Sunny 107.9
Late Night in the Midlands – WCET FM
Beyond Reality Radio with Jason Hawes
The Jim Brickman Show
The Daniel Baldwin Show – KTLB AM
11:11 Magazine Article
Good Morning LALA LAND
Women’s Day Magazine Online Event

Promotional Reel 
ABC Human Interest Story Interview 
Unity Radio, Show Stop Stopping Yourself 
Other Television and Radio Interviews 

Click to watch or listen to Vincent

Vincents Powerful Guided Meditation Series

by Vincent Genna, MSW & Evan Mendelzon
© Copyright - Vincent Genna, MSW, LLC

Empowering and life-transforming guided meditations, 7 Journeys for Your Soul offers 
over three hours of tranced guided reveries and accompanying music to power your 
soul's evolvement and life journey.

7 JOURNEYS FOR YOUR SOUL: GUIDED MEDITATIONS TO THE

MUSIC AND WORDS OF SPIRIT

Book Vincent Today
to Speak at your Next Event or Conference


